COMMANDER’S CRITICAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS (CCIR):

1. Death/Significant Injury to Member on duty
2. Death/Significant injury to NYNM Leadership
3. Injury to Civilian caused by NYNM member on duty
4. Significant Oil or Petroleum Spill (caused by or discovered by) NYNM personnel
5. Sexual Assault involving NYNM personnel
6. NYNM personnel as initial observers of a natural or man-made disaster impacting New York State

As Soon As Possible (email or voice report):

Interaction of NYNM personnel with Civilians with possible Press Interest

Significant (over $500) Damage to NYNM Vessel/Vehicle/Equipment

Damage to Civilian property caused by NYNM member on duty

Change of status of NYNM Vessel (mission capable or non-mission capable)

Missing or Theft of High Value (over $500) item

UA – Absent or missing NYNM personnel on SAD

Any criminal activity by NYNM personnel while on duty

Any felony criminal act by a NYNM member on or off duty

Any non-routine contact with flag/general officers outside of NYMFs relative to NYNM activities

Any non-routine political or other activities involving NYS government agencies